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[Begin Mary Thomas Family Pie Shop] 

 

00:00:09 

Sherri Sheu:  All right; so I can hear myself, Mrs. Thomas. Can you let me know what you had 

for breakfast today? 

 

00:00:16 

Mary Thomas:  Yes, ma'am; I had two of them little strudels over there, two of them little 

biscuits. [Laughs] 

 

00:00:21 

SS:  The little Toaster Strudels. 

 

00:00:22 

MT:  The Toaster Strudels, yeah. 

 

00:00:23 

SS:  And let me just sit a little bit closer to you because I have very short arms. 

 

00:00:27 

MT:  Oh yeah. [Laughs]  

 

00:00:28 
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SS:  All right; so I think we are good to go and to start our oral history. Today is August 8, 2013. 

It is roughly, right around 11:00 in the morning, more or less. My name is Sherri Sheu. I am with 

the Southern Foodways Alliance. And I will have Mary Thomas introduce herself. 

 

00:00:54 

MT:  I’m Mary Thomas and I’m the Pie Lady. So I love baking pies. [Laughs] So—and I didn’t 

have pie for breakfast this morning. 

 

00:01:05 

SS:  And Mrs. Thomas, if you don’t mind for the record, your birth date? 

 

00:01:11 

MT:  Oh, I was born in 1934, February 19 and I think I’m supposed to be 79 or 78, somewhere 

along there. [Laughs] 

 

00:01:21 

SS:  You definitely don’t look it. And we are sitting here at the Family Pie Shop in De Valls 

Bluff, Arkansas. So Mrs. Thomas, just to start off can you tell me how you started—how this 

business got started? 

 

00:01:35 

MT:  Well we’ve been in business just about all our lives; you know just it is a kind of family 

thing. And I worked for the people that used to run the place, called the Craigs. That’s where I 

started making—making pies, baking pies, and all of that. And after they retired, well they 
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turned the business over to me and gave it to me and so I came across the street to my home. 

[Laughs] And that’s where I started now you know working from now. But I been worked for 

Craigs for about 40 years. And I been working for myself ever since ’79—I mean ’77. And so 

I’m still here. I like doing it. [Laughs] 

00:02:17 

 Yeah; and I cook most all kinds of pies, you know, pretty well like—we cooks that 

because I—now I have my little granddaughter, she’s 15 and her name is [Caitlin]? and now 

[Caitlin] helps me during the summer when she’s out of school. But school is getting ready to 

start back, I don’t know what I’m going to do. [Laughs] Yeah; so but we enjoy it. I think she 

enjoys it too. I really was trying to have a little grandson. He likes to mess around in the kitchen 

and I been trying to think about trying to teach him how to cook, do pies and things because you 

know people don’t realize but it’s a lot of money in—in this kind of business. You don’t look 

like it is but it—and a lot of work, but it’s—it’s a good thing. It’s a good thing to work with. 

 

00:03:10 

SS:  And as you’re teaching your grandchildren how to make pies, how did you learn how to 

make pies? 

 

00:03:16 

MT:  Well I came from a big family. And I was the oldest one so I had to help my mom do a lot 

of stuff, so I learned how to start cooking there you know but not for business. And then after I 

grew up and got married well my husband was a chef. He worked out of Memphis on the—one 

of the Governor’s boats. And that’s where I got all of my stuff—from him mostly cooking all 

kinds of desserts and doing a lot of things you know. So I took it and ran with it. [Laughs] 
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00:03:49 

SS:  And how did you—and this is—and the building that we’re in, it’s part of your home? 

 

00:03:56 

MT:  Oh yes, yes; this is—all this here belongs to me—that and this and—and my husband fixes 

stuff for me because now I’m just about fixing to give it up so I ain't trying to keep it up 

anymore. And so I’ll move on back to the house where I started off making pies in my home. I 

baked pies in my home for two years, but it got so big I had to get out of there. [Laughs] And so 

I been there ever since then—over here ever since.  

 

00:04:27 

SS:  And so you’re going to retire or—? 

 

00:04:30 

MT:  Yes; I’m thinking about retiring, yeah, yeah, uh-hm. 

 

00:04:33 

SS:  A lot of people have obviously enjoyed your— 

 

00:04:37 

MT:  Yeah; well what I really had in mind of doing, is some of my customers I’ve been 

dealing—cooking for—for a long time, well I would fix their pies in my home, you know just 

like they’d call me on holidays like they usually do. Well, then I would fix their pies and things 
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like that. Just cooking for the public like I am now, I’ve got to give that up. But I have quite a 

few customers that I cook for—for Thanksgiving and Christmas and different holidays that they 

have like that.  

 

00:05:13 

SS:  And is that how you got started is just selling your pies to your neighbors and friends and 

neighbors? 

 

00:05:19 

MT:  Well I started from Craig’s [a local restaurant]. See I started from Craig. See what 

happened, when they retired, he told me; he said, “Now you take this and go to your place with it 

and don’t tell nobody,” and he said “they’ll never know we changed,” and they didn’t. They 

really don’t know. People come in and say, “I don’t know—I used to come in when I was a little 

boy.” I said “No; you didn’t come here when you were little.” [Laughs] Well, I wouldn’t say 

that to them but I said it to myself, but he was right—he never did, never did. Oh a few people, 

you know, like a few of our customers around but just the regular customers, they didn’t know I 

moved [inaudible].  

00:05:56 

 And so I got over here by myself and I just have a time. [Laughs] 

 

00:05:59 

SS:  And how did you start working for Craig’s? 

 

00:06:03 
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MT:  Oh well they was—you know they was a business. They ran the place here, so when I got 

married and everything and my husband, he had a job. Well he worked in Memphis so I wanted 

to work and so I started to work for them and I been working with them ever since. We—we—

let me see, they retired in ’70-something, I’m not sure because they had retired by around by ’76 

or ’77 when they retired. So I been here ever since. 

 

00:06:34 

SS:  And did you—are you from this are or is your husband from this area? 

 

00:06:40 

MT:  Uh-hm; he was born and raised here, but I was from a little place across the river called—

place called Biscoe.  

 

00:06:50  

SS:  Past— 

 

00:06:50 

MT:  Way over here, yeah; well the—really the place that you passed where I lived when you 

crossed White—Cash River? Well that was my home. [Laughs] It’s nobody there now. You 

know I guess it’s a few people around there I guess, but it’s nobody there. Yeah; it was small.  

 

00:07:11 

SS:  And y'all moved back after you got married or moved to De Valls Bluff? 
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00:07:16 

MT:  I moved here, yeah when I got married. I moved here and that’s where I been ever since 

because now all my—excuse me—all my sisters and brothers they all up north. They don’t live 

around here anymore. They all moved away including my mom, but I stayed. I liked it here. I 

don’t like the city. It’s too busy for me.  

 

00:07:40 

SS:  It’s a lovely town, a lovely place to settle. 

 

00:07:42 

MT:  Yeah; it’s a small town. Now it used to be larger than this but as the older people died out 

and the young people, they done moved away because when the kids graduate from school, well 

they go to college and they rarely come back home. So that—that generation is gone and keeps 

going and nothing coming in that makes it very small. And so we just have our church. We have 

a nice church here. But they moved that school to the next—up at Hazen, the school that used to 

be here. We had a big nice school here but it wasn’t—wasn’t enough kids going, you know I 

guess for the government to support it, I guess. I don’t know what happened but anyway they 

moved to Hazen, so all our children goes to Hazen to school. 

 

00:08:31 

SS:  Can you take me through your typical day when you start working? How do you get 

prepared to make the pies that you do? 

 

00:08:38 
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MT:  Oh I just—I mean I just you know just like most any other thing. Come in and unlock my 

door and come on in and check around and see—first I’m going to read my Bible and then after I 

finish that then I get started to making my pies or whatever I’m supposed to do for the day. 

 

00:08:58 

SS:  And how do you decide which pies you’re going to make? 

 

00:09:00 

MT:  Oh well I pretty well know what I—we sell three pies. That’s three pies we sell every day 

and all day—coconut, chocolate, and egg custard. But now anything extra like sweet potato or 

pineapple or lemon or anything like that most people call me and tell me—ask me would I fix 

them a lemon pie or potato pie or something of that nature. Now during the—during the winter 

we have quite a few sweet potatoes and we fix pumpkin pies for holidays like for Thanksgiving 

and something of that nature. We fix pumpkin pies. 

 

00:09:48 

SS:  So are—out of the pies which ones have that seasonality, you always make those—the three 

and then you add onto that menu? 

 

00:09:57 

MT:  Uh-hm; uh-hm. Yeah; I add onto it you know and make more or whatever. Now today I’m 

starting off with four coconut pies and four chocolate pies and then if knowing when they eat, if 

that goes on away right quick well then I’ll start on another batch. And that way we’ll keep it 

kind of warm because we can't keep our—this time of year it has to stay in a cooler. But if you 
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cook it in—you coming in as I’m cooking well you’re the lucky one. You got a good warm pie. 

But if you give me a few minutes it’s going to go in the cooler you know and some people don’t 

like them out of the cooler, which I don’t love it out of the cooler. But you know with the 

weather like this here you can't have no other choice as hot as it is, uh-hm. 

 

00:10:49 

SS:  And it’s—right now it’s right around 90-degrees outside, so— 

 

00:10:54 

MT:  Yeah; yeah. 

 

00:10:56 

SS:  Are most of your customers, do they—are they regulars or are they people who stop by? 

 

00:11:02 

MT:  Well most of them is, but no, just you know people just passing by and see the sign and I 

imagine on the internet—I imagine they probably see my name on the internet somewhere I 

imagine, I guess. But I just—we just have regular customers—Hazen, Carlisle, a few like that. 

 

00:11:25 

SS:  And how long have some of your older customers been coming? 

 

00:11:29 
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MT:  Oh, most of my old customers done gone and left me. [Laughs] They all about done 

passed away but I have one or two still comes by or calls me or sends some of their children by 

to get them one or something like that.  

 

00:11:44 

SS:  And at home do you make—do you still make pies for your family or—? 

 

00:11:49 

MT:  Well, you know the younger generation they’re really going so fast until they don’t even 

have hardly time to eat nothing but when they do we cook for the weekends sometimes or 

holidays but they don’t eat too much dessert. None of them eat too much dessert. That’s about 

the end of it. [Laughs] 

 

00:12:11 

SS:  And have you had any especially memorable customers over the years? 

 

00:12:19 

MT:  Oh yeah a few; I mean—now I have—now I have a lot of—people like Pry and I have a 

very good friend by the name of—used to be the governor, Governor Huckabee, now he comes 

by to see me. See he likes to hunt. He’s a duck hunter and when he gets a little chance because 

he’s in Washington now but when he gets a chance he—they have camps down here somewhere, 

I don’t know, but anyway he comes by. And he surprised me one time; he come in on me and I 

didn’t even know he was in town. [Laughs] And he carried some of the pie back home with him 

when he goes back to—back to Washington. Yeah, I have quite a few—Clinton, you know 
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President Clinton, now he—now he was what you’d call a home boy. We used to call him a 

home boy because he was raised, not here in DeValls Bluff, but he was raised in Arkansas, and 

you know he was a governor for twelve years—twelve times or twelve something and then after 

he—I mean not governor but what is it I’m trying to say—yeah governor, yeah governor, uh-hm. 

And then after he left that and the next thing he was president. And he still comes through when 

he—he don’t have much time, but over there—that’s where he eats it all the time. 

 

00:13:39 

SS:  Over at Craig’s? 

 

00:13:41 

MT:  Uh-hm; they’ll come over and get a pie or something and carry it over there. And do you 

know out of all of that I have never met him face-to-face. 

 

00:13:48 

SS:  No kidding.  

 

00:13:50 

MT:  I’ll see him sometimes when they—there will be so many—he has so many guards and 

things you know you don’t really—he don’t really come until late in the evening after they—

they’ll close for him because you know they just have cars and things parked all around there 

and everything. And sometimes I’ve seen him with his hunting stuff on going into the place, but 

I never have seen him face-to-face. I’ve been knowing him all my life. [Laughs] 
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00:14:17 

SS:  Does he just—so you’ll leave a pie for him and he just keeps—? 

 

00:14:21 

MT:  Yeah; they’ll call—uh-hm, they’ll call over, you know the ones over there and say we have 

a guest over here this evening and we want a couple coconut pies or a couple chocolate because 

it always—it will be about thirty of them. It will be about thirty of them. And so they all come 

and eat. 

 

00:14:39 

SS:  And Governor Huckabee, did he come even before he was governor? 

 

00:14:44 

MT:  No; I didn’t even know him. [Laughs] No; I didn’t know him, but he had a friend that I 

have been cooking for—for a long, long time and that’s where I came in contact with him, uh-

hm. So now he comes—he’s not going to come. He sends me books and things. His son was 

through here about six months ago and he told me, he said, “Well you know my dad sent word 

and said hi.” And we talked and visited and so he—but he didn’t carry no pies back, his son 

didn’t. Just Huckabee carries the pies back with him because you know they—they have their 

planes and things that—or whatever it is they be flying in and he’ll carry some back with him. 

Yeah; he is my friend. We have a lot of fun. And believe it or not, now he’s a Republican and 

I’m a Democrat but we’re still friends. [Laughs] 

 

00:15:33 
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SS:  Something special about pie that you can definitely bond over? 

 

00:15:37 

MT:  Yeah; and he’s a very down to earth person too. He like—kind of like Clinton; he’s not 

up—you know he’s just a down—everybody’s person, I call him.  

 

00:15:49 

SS:  And he’s continued to eat pies even after he’s gone on that big diet of his? 

 

00:15:53 

MT:  Yes; yes, he still—he say—he say he has—I believe he says he’s a diabetic or something 

like that but anyway he said it’s such a length of time between pie he said it’s not going to hurt 

me. [Laughs] Sometimes it’ll be a year you know maybe or two years before I see him again, 

uh-hm. 

 

00:16:17 

SS:  And in terms of your pies which one is the most popular? 

 

00:16:20 

MT:  The most popular of the pies we really don’t really have; they just all pretty well go about 

the same, but coconut and chocolate, everybody pretty well likes chocolate and coconut and egg 

custard. And so that’s about the ones that usually go first. But that’s it; we don’t have a special 

pie—.  
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00:16:45 

SS:  And those are obviously very popular anywhere you go in the South? 

 

00:16:49 

MT:   Yeah; I guess so because they always sell about the same you know. They don’t—one 

don’t go too far before the other, so—. 

 

00:16:59 

SS:  And with those three pies you learned how to make those from your husband in Memphis? 

 

00:17:03 

MT:  No; I knew—I learned how to make them myself, you know how to make that cream pie. 

 

00:17:09 

SS:  And how did you—where did you learn to make those? 

 

00:17:11 

MT:  Oh at home, you know around—like I told you my mother had a large family of us and she 

cooked everything to feed us, so—. And then my—of course my husband, he helped me—he 

helped me out on a lot of these cream pies and things like that, like ones like we would make one 

at home and he would—would make that kind to go you know out and maybe somebody would 

eat it if they wanted it but we wouldn’t make it.  

 

00:17:38 
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SS:  And when you were learning—when you were learning how to cook with your mom were 

pies something that you had for every day or was it more say for weekends? 

 

00:17:47 

MT:  No, no; uh-um, uh-um. No, when we was growing up we had a lot of butter rolls and—and 

a lot of peach cobblers and a lot of apple cobblers and things like that. Now she made all kinds 

of; she made sweet potato, egg custard, and all that but we didn’t have that every day, no. Uh-

um; she didn’t have time to fool with all of that. [Laughs] 

 

00:18:07 

SS:  How long does it typically take you to make a pie? 

 

00:18:12 

MT:  Well I don’t know; it don’t—it don’t take too long because—you know no, it don’t take 

too long, but it takes about a couple hours, something like that.  

 

00:18:24 

SS:  And I know you’ve—I know you’ve had quite a few people come through and write up 

about your pies— 

 

00:18:35 

MT:  Oh Lord have mercy; yes, yes. I think I’m every book and magazine and you ever heard of. 

Usually I have pictures all upside the wall but they done moved them now.  
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00:18:49 

SS:  Okay; and we are back after we had some customers come into the store and Mrs. Thomas 

was making up some beautiful pies. And if you don’t mind you were telling me the story about 

how the sign on the side of the business came about. 

 

00:19:10 

MT:  Oh, the sign that my people gave me. They made it for me from Oklahoma and they 

brought it and I guess I’ve had it now about two years. But we don’t—it’s really nowhere we can 

put it out there [inaudible]—back their car over so I just sit it upside the house there sometimes. 

But they don’t—people don’t pay too much attention now but when they first got it they really 

did. They’d be following that sign. If it was going that way they would go over there. [Laughs] 

But I was proud of it because they thought enough of me to make it for me.  

 

00:19:47 

SS:  And they had been coming to the shop for a long time? 

 

00:19:49 

MT:  A long time; yeah they’re the ones that used to go on their vacations and they’d come 

for—I don’t know which one it was—the husband or the wife, but some of their family lived this 

way, you know. I believe they said Tennessee, I’m not sure, but I think it was Tennessee. I 

believe it was some part of Tennessee. And you know they’d come every two years or every 

three years. Of course this time I haven’t seen them in a good while. They usually come through 

around about oh, they usually come through around about June or July they used to but I haven’t 

heard—of course the kids is all grown you know and everywhere. 
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00:20:27 

SS:  And we were talking a little bit about the—we were talking a little bit about the folks that 

come into the—that have come into the pie shop and those have included people like the—

both—two of the former Governors of Arkansas and Bill Clinton and Mike Huckabee correct?  

 

00:20:52 

MT:  Well of course like I said, Clinton you know he was born and raised here. Of course 

Huckabee is from Arkansas but I’m not sure what part of Arkansas. Let’s see; where is he—? 

I’m not sure; I don’t want to get it mixed up. I’m not sure about what part, but he is from 

Arkansas, Huckabee is. But Mr. Clinton, he—he is born and raised in Texarkana I believe or 

somewhere up in that area. 

 

00:21:23 

SS:  I think Hope. 

 

00:21:36 

MT:  Somewhere I saved it. I’m trying to think; where is—I don’t know but—. But neither one 

of them—I mean both of them was—but Mr. Clinton was raised in Little Rock, raised and you 

know went to school and everything there in Little Rock, but that’s where he got started, right 

there in Little Rock. [Interviewer’s note: Bill Clinton was born in Hope, AR, but grew up in Hot 

Springs, AR] First he became a governor and then he went those four years and they voted him 

right back in. [Laughs] And then he went—he—I believe—I’m not sure; I hate to be telling a 
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story, I might be telling a story, but it seems like to me he was in there around about twelve 

years.  

 

00:22:23 

SS:  Governor Clinton back when he was—? 

 

00:22:25 

MT:  You know Governor.  

 

00:22:27 

SS:  Yeah; I believe you’re—I know he was one of the longer serving governors. 

 

00:22:30 

MT:  He was a longest serving—I believe—that I can remember. It might have been some more 

but that I can remember. After that he decided he’d run for president. So he ran for president and 

of course some people say he didn’t do a good job and some say he did but he did the best he 

could do like all the rest of them; yeah. I think so; he is a down to earth person. Right now when 

they find out he’s coming to Little Rock the airport is just crowded trying to—you know you 

have people—. I say my Lord. [Laughs] 

 

00:23:07 

SS:  So what are some of your earlier memories with food? I know people that come by the—

people who come by here end up with these very strong memories of your pies and they kind of 
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take that with them. Obviously people who are going—who are on these trips and they come 

back again and again what are some of the—your earlier memories with food? 

 

00:23:29 

MT:  So what now? 

 

00:23:30 

SS:  What are some of your earlier memories with food? 

 

00:23:33 

MT:  Oh I don’t know. I mean it’s quite—I mean it’s—oh I couldn’t dare think of the whole 

thing, you know, really about it. Like they just—they just love to come eat pies is all I can say 

because that’s the only thing that we fix now. Of course now we fixed—when my husband was 

with me well we used to fix—he was the cook and he’d fix stew and—stew and chili. Oh, we 

had fried chicken and we fixed stew in—during the wintertime, during the time of duck season—

he’d fix chili, I mean—well chili too, chili and stew. And then after that I mean he would fix 

chicken and we had quite a bit of—pretty good things going there because see, those 

[inaudible]—especially it would be cool, cold in the morning time for them duck hunters and 

they—in fact they would not eat until they come back from duck hunting, because you know 

they’d go real early in the morning time and they’d come back to eat. And so they’d come and 

have stew or chili, chicken sometimes and that’s about it. 

 

00:24:55 

SS:  So and you—and y'all would serve it out of here? 
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00:24:59 

MT:  Uh-hm; uh-hm, we would—we had about three tables in there. It was—it was much 

different in there—now because we have the real dark rug and stuff like that but—because we 

been out of—see, my husband is dead about what—about twenty-five or thirty years. He died 

in—he died in the ’90—let me see it was ’92, yeah ’92. It’s been a pretty good while. [Laughs] 

So I just make pies and that’s it. 

 

00:25:32 

SS:  And you had already—so that—was that how y'all split up the work before was that he did 

more of the non-pie stuff? 

 

00:25:40 

MT:  Well, both of us worked together just like we’d come in—in the morning time where he’d 

be getting his stuff together to—for the pies, you know for the chicken and get his chicken and 

stuff together and his you know if he’s going to make chili that morning or make stew, getting all 

that and then I’d be working with the pies and that’s what we did.  

 

00:26:03 

SS:  And did your children work in the shop as they were—? 

 

00:26:06 

MT:  We didn’t have but one child and no, she never—she’s—she would come in but she never 

hardly worked in there. 
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00:26:13 

SS:  She wasn’t into food? 

 

00:26:16 

MT:  No; she wasn’t into food at all. But she’d come in and if it was—if it was during the school 

season well, she’d come in after she’d get dressed you know for school and then after she 

graduated from high school she left and went to college. Then the next thing I know she was 

getting married and having her family and home and everything. That’s where she lives over 

there. They built their home there with all their kids. You know, of course they didn’t have but 

two and one of them lives in Georgia, the one I was talking about that works for CNN and she 

works in Georgia and the other girl, she’s a home—well, she don’t work; she’s at home. She 

don’t—she likes to dig in the yard. She’s the one that—she digs up the yard. [Laughs] She—I 

mean she loves to dig in that yard, but that’s what—she don’t—well, she has children. She has 

four girls—four kids and three boys and two—three boys and one girl. And so I guess you would 

call her a housewife or something, I don’t know but she don’t work. She worked a while but she 

had her kids so fast and she didn’t have time to work. So by the time she had this one and get 

that one to get started, it’s time for another one. I said, “Oh my Lord; what are y'all going to slow 

this train down?” Because I baby-sit for them until they—I took care of all of them until they 

went to kindergarten, not kindergarten but daycare center. They’d take them in there after that 

and they come out of there they were ready for school—they’d be four years old. And then I’d 

come home. I said, “You’re on your own now.” [Laughs] 

 

00:28:00 
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SS:  And those are the kids that will help out here during the summers? 

 

00:28:03 

MT:  Uh-hm; uh-hm it’s just—her son, now the oldest boy he’s—he’s seventeen. Now he is in 

the ORC, how do you say that in the Army? 

 

00:28:16 

SS:  ROTC? 

 

00:28:18 

MT:  Yeah; I can't ever say that word for nothing. But he’s there; he’s going to be coming home 

next week, I think next week they said. And the youngest—I mean his sister next to him, she’s 

fifteen and she’s the one who helps me in the pie shop. Now he didn’t—he doesn’t—now he 

used to help his—his grandfather make the hot sauce, if he had to go [inaudible]—go there with 

him and he ain't been home in two months—three months—. And so he—when he gets back 

he’ll help Poppy a little bit. He calls him Poppy. He’ll help Poppy a little bit and it will be time 

for him to go back to school you know because their school starts next week. I think they said 

school starts on the 19th. And that would be next week wouldn’t it? Yeah and so, they will all be 

back in school. The girl, she’s passed to the tenth and the oldest one and he’s the twelfth. He 

passed to the twelfth. And the next one is passed to ninth—oh eighth grade, he’s eighth grade 

and then the baby boy he’s—he’s still in Martin Luther King and he’s second grade I think. I 

think he’s second grade or something like that. 

 

00:29:40 
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SS:  And do you think any of them will want to go into the—into making pies? 

 

00:29:43 

MT:  I don’t believe so. Now one of the boys that I was telling you about, he always likes—he 

likes to mess around in the kitchen because they don’t say nothing either, but he likes to mess 

around with me and watch me what I’m doing. And you know now they can learn more by 

watching you than they can you trying to teach them, because my—my little girl, you know she’s 

not a little girl—big girl now, one day she came in here and I was sick and I didn’t feel well, and 

I was—that’s when we had those fried pies. And she said, “You want me to”—she called me 

Mae-Mae. She said, “Mae-Mae you want me to fix the fried pies?” I said, “Baby you don’t know 

how to do that.” “Yes; I do.” I said, “Well, okay;” I had the crust and everything ready. Do you 

know that child fixed them and they looked prettier than mine’s, everything just as smooth and 

even. So I said, “How did you learn that?” She said “Watching you.” So—so I said, well, by her 

watching me a lot she might pick up on a lot of it and then once you learn it then you can add to 

it as you go along the way you want to add onto it like that. So I said, well who knows, maybe he 

might you know like to do it because you know my husband was a cook and he was a great cook, 

expensive cook. He made real, real money working for the government on that thing there. So he 

said he learned the same way that I learned; you know he was the youngest one of the family and 

all the big girls he said—his sisters and brothers they would all be going on off to school and 

he’s watching his mother cook. And he said well, he started and he liked doing it too. And so 

he—he did good; yeah, he did real good. 

 

00:31:35 

SS:  And he was working for the government while he—when he was cooking? 
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00:31:41 

MT:  Uh-hm; uh-hm, yeah he was—he was a supervisor on there. See he had just come out of 

the service. He had been in the service. He was—and he got the job. I don’t know how that goes 

or how it went but anyway he worked there. He worked thirty years before he died; yeah. 

 

00:31:59 

SS:  And this was for the federal government or for Arkansas? 

 

00:32:02 

MT:  No; this was federal government, uh-hm. He was federal government; yeah. Big old boats; 

I don’t know. You seen them big old boats come in and being out there, you know that’s what he 

worked on them things. I don’t know where they went. But it was—I was trying to think of his—

I’m trying to think of the name of the boat that he worked on—worked on. I don’t even know if 

still they’re using that boat or not or working with it or not because they go, you know they went 

everywhere, all of Washington and they carried a lot of governors and things like that traveling 

and that. No; they didn’t have any passengers, you know it didn’t—it wasn’t a boat that goes 

overseas. It wasn’t that kind. It wasn’t that one. This boat was just for the government you know 

people. 

 

00:32:48 

SS:  And he—so he was in World War II? 

 

00:32:50 
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MT:  No; he was Korea, I think he was the Korean War I think—the Korean War. 

 

00:32:56 

SS:  That must have been hard being in the service during—? 

 

00:33:01 

MT:  No; we didn’t [inaudible] in the service because we was—I was very young when we got 

married. Well, he wasn’t young; I was—because he was twenty-four when he got married, when 

we got married, but he went on in the service and that’s what started me working over there 

because he was already in the service, but anyway he spent five years. I think he was overseas, 

not all at one time, but he would come home and go back and come back home again—about 

five, six years, I guess, something like that. So he would come back and he started cooking for 

the government. So I don’t know if that had anything to do with him while he was in the service 

or what but that’s what he did.  

 

00:33:47 

SS:  I just have a couple more questions for you and so you can head off. First, what is—what do 

you think it is about your pies that keeps people coming back year after year? 

 

00:33:58 

MT:  Oh I don’t know. It’s just like—I guess you and I, it’s a food that you like and you go 

through—you know if you have—you’re passing through say oh, I believe—that place—they 

still have that place in De Valls Bluff that they make pies and stuff—and get a pie and like that. 

And then the customers you know—see people do a lot of eating out now and they don’t do too 
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much eating at home. And so that’s why—it’s a great deal because people ain't going to stand 

there [inaudible]—. But anyway they’ll just come by and grab a sandwich and then they’ll call in 

and get pies. Some people come in like that lady come in and got those two pies. We have it like 

that; that’s what they’ll do. 

 

00:34:41 

SS:  Do you think—is that something that you’ve seen change over—over the time that you’ve 

been in business that people cook less and less now? 

 

00:34:50 

MT:  Say what now? 

 

00:34:50 

SS:  Is that something that you’ve noticed that’s changed from when you started to now that 

people cook less? 

 

00:34:56 

MT:  Oh yes; yes definitely, yes they definitely because I don’t cook—. I mean not—only time I 

cook for my family is on the weekend. I cook for them maybe Sunday dinner and mostly Sunday 

dinner and that’s it for cooking. I’m through with cooking. I just stick to the pies. So yes, ma'am; 

and then the generation is younger now you see, because the old ladies they love cooking. They 

rather cook—because I used to hear a lot of people say, “Why y'all going to spend that money, 

girl? All you got to do is go in the kitchen and cook.” Who wants to stand over a hot stove and 

cook? It doesn’t matter if you got an electric stove and all that kind of stove it’s still hot. And 
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then you know it’s heating up the house and all that stuff like that. Uh-uh; no it’s a really—it’s a 

lot of difference, a lot of difference, uh-hm. 

 

00:35:44 

SS:  Do you think that people appreciate a homemade pie more because they don’t cook 

themselves? 

 

00:35:50 

MT:  Well, the way they carry on they do. They’d rather to you know eat mine than theirs 

because most of them eat—like I did before I learned to cook are Miss—who is that lady’s 

name? Oh my gosh; I used to love her pies. Oh my goodness; I can't think of the name of the 

woman—so they can learn getting the real pie crust. [Laughs] I almost said her name then. 

00:36:21 

 But anyway they likes—see, our pie—our really—the pie it’s not thing to the pie. You 

can cook the pie. It’s our crust—our crust is the one that’s—it’s unusual; it’s kind of an unusual 

crust that we make. It’s not like the one you get at the store and it’s not like the one you’re going 

to stand in your kitchen and try to fix. So there you go— 

 

00:36:48 

SS:  And what is about your crust that makes it so good? 

 

00:36:51 

MT:  I’m not going to tell you that. [Laughs] No; I’m not going to tell you that one, but anyway 

it’s the crust that really [inaudible] the pie.  
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00:37:01 

SS:  It’s the crust that brings people back? 

 

00:37:02 

MT:  Uh-hm; it brings them back. 

 

00:37:05 

SS:  And it’s a lovely crust. 

 

00:37:06 

MT:  Yeah; it does—it’s pretty good.  

 

00:37:11 

SS:  And what is it that when people come in—what is it that you want them to leave with? 

 

00:37:15 

MT:  Huh? 

 

00:37:16 

SS:  What is it that you want your customers to leave with when they—after they come in here? 

 

00:37:21 

MT:  A good taste in their mouth. [Laughs] A good taste in their mouth so they can remember to 

come back. Oh I don’t know; just you know I—other words, we try to—we try to—the place 
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looks bad, but the food is clean and it’s sanitary. It’s not germy you know. You can't go find a 

clean way of—we use things like that. They don’t have to worry about that. Evidently they don’t 

because I haven’t had—that’s one thing; I haven’t had any complaints so far. We try to keep it 

neat because now it’s—they come in just like that lady [customer who came in earlier]. That’s 

what we’re selling now. She’ll call me and I’ll fix it and have it ready for her and that’s the way 

it goes. They don’t sit down and eat anymore, stuff like that. And—and so when they leave with 

the pie, like I was telling her, I don’t try to bull jive them you know. Like I was telling her, I said 

“Now it’s going to be cold.” See, she is used to sometimes coming in, and getting the pies good 

and warm you see. When she grabbed that pie today and run home with it she said oh, this pie is 

cold. You know but by me telling her that’s the way I do; I don’t try to put nothing off on 

nobody. I’ll tell them, “This here is not the pie that you had yesterday or the day before.” 

00:38:37 

 She was in here the other day and the pie was warm because I just got through cooking it. 

And I think she runs a—I think she runs a nursing home; I believe she runs a nursing home 

somewhere down in McGehee down, back down that way somewhere, but that’s what I try to do. 

I try not to fool my people and I try to find out if they are allergic to stuff because I really make 

that real clear because you know some people is—. And I had a customer that was—the wife 

could eat the pie but the husband couldn’t—lemon. If I could just put—you would just drop a 

little lemon juice in there and she said he would have a thing. So then but I always let people 

know—I say, “Are you allergic to anything?” most of the time. And they say, “No, not really,” 

because you don’t find too many people, sometimes the kids are allergic to it—stuff. One thing 

out of my pie-baking that I want—one of my customers, Clarendon, their little granddaughter 

was here visiting and we was—we had made a coconut pie—I mean a chocolate pie and the 
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chocolate, you know, sometimes, chocolate pies—you have to be real careful. If you don’t get all 

that—the filling—I mean not the filling but the inside thick it will leave little white when you cut 

it and you see a little—that little girl said, “Grandmother look! Hey, this here is a chocolate corn 

pie.” Girl! We all laughed; that was so funny. That was so funny. The lady said I never seen—it 

was just—it just happened to be one piece if you don’t mix your chocolate real good it’ll leave 

that little—it’ll show. And she said, “Look grandmother; here’s a chocolate corn pie!” So we had 

a lot of fun over that and laughed off of that. 

00:40:28 

 She still comes in here every now and then. I said, “Can you remember—?” “No; I didn’t 

say that.” I tell her “Yes; you did.” [Laughs] 

 

00:40:37 

SS:  And can you tell me again of how the Family Pie Shop got its name? 

 

00:40:44 

MT:  Hmm? 

 

00:40:44 

SS:  How Family Pie Shop got its name? 

 

00:40:47 

MT:  I don’t know. 

 

00:40:49 
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SS:  The name of your business? 

 

00:40:52 

MT:  I hear what you said but you said how it got the name. One of my salesmen I think gave 

that name to it because the peoples all called me the Pie Lady. That’s what they was saying the 

Pie Lady; everybody was saying the Pie Lady. They called on the phone: “This is the Pie Lady’s 

shop?” And I said yes and so when he come in one day and somebody answered the phone and 

oh, I think he answered the phone. He was coming in and I was taking his ticket off, just like 

pulling it and he said, “You want me to answer that? What do I say?” I just said—I said, “Say 

hello.” And he laughed and he said, “Good morning; this is the salesman speaking. She’s making 

the pies.” You know she was just talking. And she said “Oh, well ask her does she have any 

coconut” and something and I told him to tell her. And she said, “Well okay.” And she told me 

when she’s coming to pick it up and I said, “Okay.”  

00:41:41 

 So when we got through he said, “Wait a minute; we got to do something about this.” He 

said, “Because I didn’t know what to say—. I said, “Well everybody says the Pie Lady.” He said 

“That don’t sound too good to me.” And he said, “How about saying the Family Pie Shop since 

y'all are family?” I said “Yeah; that will be great,” and that’s what we started—Family Pie Shop. 

So that’s where the name come in at—The Family Pie Shop. 

 

00:42:05 

SS:  And people still call looking for the Pie Lady? 

 

00:42:07 
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MT:  No; well some of them do right now call me the Pie Lady but they—that is you know the 

Family Pie Shop. But oh it was real funny [Laughs]; he said, “No, this don’t sound too hot to 

me, the Pie Lady. Hello; the Pie Lady.” [Laughs] Yeah; so— 

 

00:42:27 

SS:  And how long have people been calling you the Pie Lady? 

 

00:42:30 

MT:  Well really since I got—since I started the business, ever since we started the business 

because like I said, I started in my home because see, I didn’t know how long I was going to go. 

You know I didn’t know it was going to—. Mr. Craig told me, he said, “Well I will tell you; why 

don’t you just start fixing—start it at home? And so since your family”—my daughter, she 

was—oh boy, she was half grown then and she was in high school or in college I believe. She 

was in college. And he said so in the meantime my husband started fixing this place. Now this 

here part back there that was the good part; you could see that’s the good part. They just tacked 

this on to this and you know make more room and that’s when we served chili and stuff like that. 

And we had you know that—. Oh I guess if he had lived we probably would have built a new 

place. We had enough room to build a bigger place or something but we didn’t. But he died 

before—because we had just gotten started really when he died. He had a heart attack.  

 

00:43:36 

SS:  I’m sorry to hear that. 

 

00:43:37 
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MT:  Oh yeah; he had a heart attack. He was my helper. [Yawns] Oh boy, well I guess you’re 

going to let me go so I can make some pies. 

 

00:43:51 

SS:  All right; is there anything that you would like to add for posterity or for the historical 

record or anything you want people who might be listening this to take away with? 

 

00:44:01 

MT:  Oh you think of something to put on there; I don’t know. [Laughs] Yes; I just—I mean I 

hope out of all of these years that I you know worked in this, I hope everybody was happy 

because you know you can't make everybody happy, but happy enough for them not to come and 

eat me up. [Laughs] But you know you have some bad days and you have some good days. But I 

always tried to have the best day that I could for my customers. Other words, my customers 

always come first. I always try to make sure they are happy you know and try to do it like they 

would like it and I haven’t had any trouble so far. [Laughs] 

 

00:44:45 

SS:  Well Mrs. Thomas, thank you so much for sitting down and sharing your stories and your 

history of pies with us at the Southern Foodways Alliance. 

 

00:44:54 

MT:  Well okay; I got to get a little rested now because if you hadn't come by I would have been 

everywhere—making pies and doing everything else. 
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00:45:02 

SS:  Thank you so much; we really appreciate it. 

 

00:45:05 

MT:  Okay; it’s nice talking to you. The day that you was in here you said, “Can I speak to you 

just a minute?” And I said—I looked at you and you didn’t have no pies. I said what in the world 

is wrong—that’s what I said? That’s what I always think in my head. 

 

00:45:21 

[End Mary Thomas Family Pie Shop] 


